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Kopral & Shelton, Two Special Friends Helping
Each Other

SEPTEMBER 21, 2012

Kopral and Shelton are two very special orangutans in every way and their
special conditions have also united them. They have become best friends who

support each other. This is a heartwarming story from our Orangutan
Reintroduction Program at Samboja Lestari for us to ponder and take on as an

example and motivation for our own conduct.

(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/DSC_0318.jpg)
Shelton & Kopral, both with disabilities, both are very special!

Kopral and Shelton share a lot of similarities. They both have to live with
disabilities due to terrible tragedies. They were both found in critical conditions
and rescued by the BOS Foundation. Both were successfully treated and are now
in the loving care of the BOS Foundation’s team in Samboja Lestari, East
Kalimantan. They are about the same age and now, the two of them have forged a
close friendship in order to support each other.
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Kopral, Never Give Up
Kopral came to Samboja Lestari long before Shelton did. Initially, he was
someone’s pet and was often kept in a cage. Because at that time his behavior
was still wild, one day he escaped from his cage. Regrettably, Kopral ran to a
power pole and climbed it. He was electrocuted instantly; an incident that
severely burned his arms and legs.

The owner took Kopral home and put him back in the cage, thinking that he
would soon die. But after a week, Kopral was still alive. Feeling sorry for Kopral,
the owner �nally hailed a taxi and took Kopral to the BOS Foundation’s
orangutan rehabilitation center in Samboja Lestari.

Kopral arrived in Samboja Lestari on December 16, 2009. When we opened the
taxi’s door, the smell of rotting �esh was over powering. The 4-year-old
orangutan was in a heartbreaking condition. His right arm – from wrist to
shoulder – had no �esh left; only bone. His left arm also suffered burns. Both of
his legs were injured as well.

(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/kopral-3.jpg)
Kopral's condition when he �rst arrived at Samboja Lestari

At that time, we saw very little hope for Kopral. But we felt that Kopral had a
strong will to live, proven by his feeding behavior. He ate all the fruits that we
gave him with no hesitation. This is contrary to our experience where usually a
sick orangutan will lose his/her appetite signi�cantly and sometimes does not
want to eat at all. After he �nished eating, Kopral got out of the basket where he
was sitting and tried to move by rolling around. He even attempted to climb the
clinic’s fences! Seeing all this, we were assured that Kopral wanted to survive
and was unwilling to give up.

Amputation
That night, we took Kopral to an army hospital, because it was the only hospital
willing to accept Kopral. He underwent surgery and his right arm had to be
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amputated up to his shoulder. After returning from the hospital, Kopral was in
fair condition and he was in good spirits.

Unfortunately, day after day the condition of his left arm worsened. With a heavy
heart, the medical team decided to amputate his left arm too, up to his elbow.
This second surgery was performed at the Samboja Lestari Orangutan Clinic,
with the help from the army hospital. After the second surgery, Kopral’s
condition really improved. And after four months of treatment, Kopral fully
recovered and immediately joined Forest School.

(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/kopral-12.jpg)
Kopral at Forest School

Kopral at Forest School
At Forest School, Kopral keeps surprising us with his ability. He can now climb
trees using his feet and is very skillful at nest building! Kopral builds nests using
his feet and mouth to hold and arrange twigs and leaves for his nest.
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(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/kopral-111.jpg)
Clever Kopral can climb trees and even build nests!

As it turns out, with the love and support from his fellow orangutans as well as
from the staff of Samboja Lestari, even an orangutan can �nd a way to overcome
limitations. Now at the age of 7 years old, Kopral has grown into an ambitious,
curious, active and very clever orangutan.

9 Gunshot Pellets in Shelton’s Body
In February 2012, a group of boy scouts found a severely injured orangutan in the
Kutai National Park (KNP). They handed the orangutan over to a KNP staff who
called a doctor. The doctor was shocked discovering that there were nine
gunshot pellets lodged in the orangutan’s body. The doctor and the KNP team
tried their best to give treatment to the orangutan, but his condition weakened
nevertheless. They �nally decided to contact the BOS Foundation in Samboja
Lestari.

(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/x-ray-shelton.jpg)
Shelton's x-ray results

The Samboja Lestari team led by Program Manager Aschta Boestani Tajudin and
accompanied by Vet Agus Irwanto immediately drove to KNP. As soon as the
team arrived, Vet Agus performed medical checks and gave immediate treatment
to the orangutan. But judging by his distressing condition, on the same day,
February 24, 2012, the team decided to bring the orangutan to Samboja Lestari for
intensive treatment.
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(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/shelton-after-surgery1.jpg)
Shelton, after surgery

In Samboja Lestari, the medical team operated on the orangutan and removed all
of the pellets in his body. But some pellets that had nested around his right eye
had damaged his eyesight, causing him permanent blindness. Outside of these
injuries, his condition was quite stable. Our Animal Care Coordinator, Wiwik
Astutik, then named the orangutan, Shelton.

Shelton Met Kopral
Unlike Kopral, Shelton experienced heavy trauma. Although physically his
condition was getting better, Shelton was often found lying in a corner, hugging
his head tightly. But the Samboja Lestari’s medical team never gave up on him
and provided the best treatment available and tirelessly accompanied him
around the clock, giving him the much needed love and support. Finally, 7
months after the incident, Shelton recovered. Even though he is blind, the soul of
this 6-year-old orangutan is once again �lled with the spirit of survival.
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(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/IMG_09891.jpg)
Shelton was initially very traumatized by his ordeal

A few weeks ago, we decided to construct an enclosure in Forest School for
Shelton so he would have room to move more freely and get enough time in the
open air. All this time, Shelton was placed in quarantine with limited exposure to
the outside world. On the �rst day Shelton moved to his new enclosure, nothing
happened that was out of the ordinary. But on the second day, there was an
orangutan who visited Shelton’s enclosure. The orangutan is as special as
Shelton is. It was Kopral.

Kopral approached Shelton’s enclosure, climbed it, then sat on top of it. Shelton
was a bit scared at �rst, so he stayed quiet. But the next day, when Kopral once
again sat on his enclosure, Shelton decided to come to him. He was snif�ng
Kopral keenly. The Forest School team intentionally did not open the enclosure’s
door to give Shelton plenty of time to recognize and memorize Kopral’s scent.
This happened repeatedly over the next few days.

At the end of August 2012, the Forest School team �nally opened Shelton’s
enclosure. As expected, Kopral burst in and took Shelton to play! It seems that
Kopral feels the similarity between Shelton and himself. He knows that Shelton
has disability, too. With Shelton, Kopral does not play rough like he usually does
with his other friends.
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(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/DSC_01813.jpg)
Kopral visiting Shelton in his enclosure

Since then, Shelton has been more cheerful. Every day, Kopral spends some time
to play with Shelton and teaches him many things. They swing, hang out, wrestle
and kid around together. This is a very encouraging progress. We are very excited
to see further developments in days to come. What is clear, Kopral and Shelton
have become loyal and inseparable best friends of mutual support.
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(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/DSC_03031.jpg)
True friendship between Kopral & Shelton

Valuable Life Lessons
Through these two orangutans, we learned about survival, resilience and the
meaning of a true friendship. As humans we should take these lessons on board
in our own lives and interactions with others, whether human or animal.

(http://orangutan.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/DSC_02721.jpg)
Special life lessons from 2 special orangutans

These two young orangutans have showed us that despite the worst possible
conditions in which they found themselves in through no fault of their own, you
can survive and make the best of your situation, helping both yourself and others
along the way. Very special, indeed!

By: Wiwik Astutik (Samboja Lestari Animal Care Coordinator), Suwardi (Samboja
Lestari Communications Of�cer), Rini Sucahyo (BOSF Communications Advisor
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to the CEO)

Photos: Copyright the BOS Foundation (Photographers: Wiwik Astutik, Suwardi,
Agus Irwanto, Arvid Nicolas Yosua)

*****************

PLEASE SUPPORT KOPRAL & SHELTON!
Kopral and Shelton need your support to ensure the best care for the rest of their

lives. Thank you for your generous support!

DONATION:

You can wire your donation to our bank account below, depending on your
currency. Please kindly state the recipient name (i.e. Kopral, or Shelton) in your
transfer description, and email the proof of transfer to
bosfundraising@orangutan.or.id (mailto:bosfundraising@orangutan.or.id).

Indonesian Currency (IDR / Indonesian Rupiah)

Bank: BNI

Branch: Fatmawati, Jakarta, Indonesia

SWIFT CODE: BNINIDJAFMI

Account Name: Yayasan Penyelamatan Orangutan Borneo

Account Number: 000532 8797

Other Currencies (USD, EUR, GBP)

Bank: Standard Chartered Bank

Branch: Jakarta, Indonesia

SWIFT CODE: SCBLIDJX

Account Name: Yayasan Penyelamatan Orangutan Borneo

Account Number:

USD – 306060 82473

EUR – 306061 50185

GBP – 306060 82481

ADOPTION & OTHER TYPES OF SUPPORT:

For adoption options of Kopral and Shelton or any other type of support, please
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The realization of Bornean orangutan and habitat conservation with the community’s participation

Photos and Graphics Copyright BOSF or Used with permission

©2014 The Borneo Orangutan Survival Fondation

contact bosfundraising@orangutan.or.id
(mailto:bosfundraising@orangutan.or.id).

Ghostery ha bloccato i commenti implementati da Disqus.

WHATS NEXT?

ADOPT ORANGUTAN

By adopting one of orangutans you
help us provide the care and
rehabilitation needed for orphaned
orangutans to be returned to the wild

ADOPT NOW
(HTTP://ADOPTION.ORANGUTAN.OR.ID)

SECURE THEIR FUTURE

Make a difference to the future of
orangutans, every penny you donate
makes a huge difference to saving
orangutan’s lives.

DONATE NOW
(HTTP://DONATION.ORANGUTAN.OR.ID)
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CONTACT

Jalan Papandayan No. 10

Bogor 16151

Phone +62 (251) 831 4468 / 831 4469

Fax +62 (251) 832 3142

bos_komunikasi@orangutan.or.id
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